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Let k be a finite field and assume that L is a finite dimensional associative
 .k-algebra with 1. Denote by mod L the category of all finitely generated right
L-modules and by ind L the full subcategory in which every object is a representa-
 .tive of the isoclass of an indecomposable right L-module. We are interested in
M the existance of the Hall polynomial w for an L, M, N g mod L for theN L
w x . w xdefinition, see 7, 8 or Section 1 below . In case L is directed, C. M. Ringel in 7
has shown that L has Hall polynomials, and in case L is cyclic serial, the same
w x w xresult has also been obtained by J. Guo 4 . It has been conjectured in 8 that any
representation-finite k-algebra has Hall polynomials. In this investigation, we shall
show that if L is a representation-finite trivial extension algebra, then, for any L,
M, N g mod L with N indecomposable, L has the Hall polynomials w M andL N
w M . Using these Hall polynomials, we can naturally structure the free abelianN L
 .group with a basis ind L, denoted by K mod L , into a Lie algebra and the
 .  .  .universal enveloping algebra of K mod L m Q is just H L m Q, where H LZ 1 Z 1
 .is the degenerated Hall algebra of L see Section 5 below . Q 1997 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
For M, N , . . . , N g mod L, we denote by F M the number of1 t N ? ? ? Nt 1
filtrations
0 s U : U : ??? : U s M0 1 t
of M such that UrU , N for all 1 F i F t. In particular, F M is thei iy1 i L N
number of the submodules U of M such that U , N and MrU , L.
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LIANGANG PENG2
Let E be a field extension of k. For any k-space V, we denote by V E
the E-space V m E. Of course, LE naturally becomes a E-algebra. Wek
w xrecall from 8 that E is conservative for L if for any indecomposable
 .EM g mod L, End MrradEnd M is a field. Under field isomorphisms
we put
< 4V s a finite field extension E of k E is conservative for L .
Note that if L is representation-finite, then V is an infinite set.
 .EPROPOSITION 1.1. Let E be a field conser¨ ati¨ e of k. Denote by mod L
the full subcategory of mod L whose objects are M E for all M g mod L.
Then
 . E Ei M g mod L is indecomposable if and only if M g mod L is
indecomposable. In particular, M is an indecomposable projecti¨ e respec-
. Eti¨ ely, injecti¨ e L-module if and only if M is an indecomposable projecti¨ e
 . E  .Erespecti¨ ely, injecti¨ e L -module; and for any M g mod L, rad M s
E  .E Erad M and soc M s soc M .
f
 .  .ii If M ª N is a source respecti¨ ely, a sink map in mod L, then
fm1EE E E .M ª N is also a source respecti¨ ely, a sink map in mod L .
 .E EIn particular, if L is representation-finite, then mod L s mod L .
 .E EEProof. Since E is conservative, we have radEnd M s radEnd ML L
for any M g ind L.
 .i From the definition of E, it is clear that M g mod L is indecom-
posable if and only if M E g mod LE is indecomposable. In particular, M
is an indecomposable projective L-module if and only if M E is an
indecomposable projective LE-module. Therefore given a complete set of
 4orthogonal primary idempotents e , e , . . . , e of L, we obtain a complete1 2 n
 4set of orthogonal primary idempotents e m 1 , e m 1 , . . . , e m 1 of1 E 2 E n E
LE and
E Ee m 1 rad L e m 1 s rad e m 1 L e m 1 .  .i E i E i E i E
E Es rad e Le s e rad Le .  . .i i i i
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for i s 1, 2, . . . , n and hence
n
E E Erad L s e m 1 rad L e m 1 q e m 1 L e m 1 i E i E i E j E
is1 i/j
En
s e rad Le q e Le i i i j /
is1 i/j
Es rad L . .
And for any M g mod L,
E EE E E Erad M s rad L M s rad L M s rad M . .  .
By duality, we can consider the injective and the socle.
 .  .ii By i , it is enough to show that if
f g
a : 0 ª N ª L ª M ª 0
is an Auslander]Reiten sequence in mod L, then
fm1 gm1E EE E E Ea : 0 ª N ª L ª M ª 0
E w xis also an Auslander]Reiten sequence in mod L . In fact, according to 1 ,
E  .E E Ewe easily see that by the structure N , DTrM s DTrM and that a
is not split; and, by the structure of Auslander]Reiten sequences, it is
E  . Eenough to see that a belongs to the simple socle of End M y
E 1  E E.EEnd N -bimodule Ext M , N , that is,L
radEnd E M E a E radEnd E N E s 0. .  .L L
 .  .But radEnd M a radEnd N s 0. Therefore
radEnd E M E a E radEnd E N E .  .L L
Es radEnd M a radEnd N s 0. .  . .L L
 .  .In particular, if L is representation-finite, then from i and ii we easily
 .E Ededuce mod L s mod L .
< <For any finite set M, we denote its cardinality by M .
w xGiven L with V infinite. We recall from 8 that L has Hall polynomials
Y w xprovided for any X, Y, Z g mod L, there exists a polynomial w g Z TZ X
such that for any E g V,
Y < < Y
E
E Ew E s F . .Z X Z X
Such a wY is called a Hall polynomial.Z X
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Remark. If L is representation-finite and if L has Hall polynomials,
M w xthen for any M, N , . . . , N g mod L, L has the polynomial w g Z T1 t N ??? Nt 1
such that for any E g V,
M < < M
E
E Ew E s F . .N ? ? ? N N ? ? ? Nt 1 t 1
In fact, it is enough to note that for any 1 F i F t we have
F M
E
E E s F M EE E E F LEE EN ? ? ? N N ? ? ? N L N ? ? ? N1 1 t iq1 i 1
w xL
w xsince Proposition 1.1, where L goes through the isoclasses of all L g
mod L. In the case, we also call w M a Hall polynomial.N ? ? ? Nt 1
Similarly, we have the following.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let C be a full subcategory of mod L closed under
isomorphisms and assume that L is representation-finite. If for any X, Y, Z g
mod L with X g C , L has the Hall polynomials w Y and w Y , then for anyX Z Z X
M g mod L and N , . . . , N g mod L with at most one N f C , L has the1 t i
Hall polynomial w M .N ? ? ? Nt 1
2. THE EXISTENCE OF SOME POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we list some well-known results.
 .LEMMA 2.1. For any M, N g mod L, taking h M, N s dim k
 . hM , N . w xHom M, N and putting g s T g Z T , we ha¨eL M N
< < < E E <Eg E s Hom M , N .  .M N L
for any E g V.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a finite local ring and M R the matrix ringm
of all m = m matrices o¨er R. Then the number of all in¨ertible matrices in
 .M R is equal tom
m
m iy1 m iy1.< < < < < <R y R rad R . .
is1
For the convenience of the reader, we give out the proof as follows.
 .Proof. Take H g M R and denote by a , . . . , a the row vectors ofm 1 m
H. Since R is local, H is not invertible if and only if there exist a andj
 .m.a g R, 1 F i F j y 1, and b g rad R such that a s  a a q b.i j i- j i i
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Now assume that H is invertible. By induction on i, 1 F i F m, we can
 < < m < < iy1 < < my  iy1..obtain that there are R y R rad R ways of the choice for
a . This completes the proof.i
COROLLARY 2.1.1. For any M g mod L, there exists a monic polynomial
w xa g Z T such that for any E g V,M
< < < E <Ea E s Aut M . .M L
Proof. Let M s a M m ??? m a M with M indecomposable and pair-1 1 l l i
wise nonisomorphic. Note that for any E g V, we have radEnd E M E sL i
 .E hMi, Mi.y1 w x  < <.radEnd M . So taking b s T g Z T , we have b E sL i M Mi i
< E <EradEnd M . SetL i
al s
 .a a y t y 1ty1s sa s g g y g b .  M a M , a M M MM M M /i i j j s ss s si , j , i/j ss1 ts1
w x  < <.Then a g Z T is monic. By Proposition 2.1 we can check a E sM M
< E <EAut M .L
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that L is representation-finite. Then for any M,
N N w xN g mod L, there are the polynomials s , h g Z T such that for anyM M
N < <. E EE g V, s E is the number of the submodules of N isomorphic to M ,M
N < <. E Eand h E is the number of the submodules U of N with N rU isomor-M
phic to M E.
w xFor the proof, we use Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.1 and refer to 7 .
The following is direct.
COROLLARY 2.2.1. Assume that L is representation-finite. Then for any
M, N, S g mod L with S simple, L has the Hall polynomials w M and w M .S N NS
We now consider some infinite dimension k-algebra without unit. Let R
be an associative k-algebra which has a set of completely orthogonal
 < 4  .primary idempotents e i g I I may be an infinite set such that R si
[ e Re . Denote by mod R the category of all finitely generatedi, jg I i j
 .right R-modules M with MR s M. We recall that R is locally bounded if
dim e R - ` for all i g I and that R is directed if in mod R there is nok i
f f1 t
cycle M s M ª M ª ??? ª M ª M s M with t ) 0, all M inde-0 1 ty1 t i
composable and all f / 0 non-isomorphic.i
Now let R be a locally bounded k-algebra and assume that for R there
 .are infinitely many finite field extensions of k under isomorphisms which
are conservative. Replacing L with R and representation-finite with locally
representation-finite, all the results above still hold. So from the proof of
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w xTheorem 1 in 7 , we have the following:
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a locally bounded k-algebra and assume that
 .for R there are infinitely many finite field extensions of k under isomorphisms
which are conser¨ ati¨ e. If R is directed, then R has Hall polynomials.
3. HALL POLYNOMIALS
For any M g mod L, we denote by dim M the dimension vector of M.
Note that for any E g V, dim M s dim M E.
w x 1 .Let A, B, X g mod L. As in 5 , we denote by Ext B, A the set ofL X
1 .  .all exact sequences in Ext B, A with middle term X, by W A, B; X theL
set
<f , g g Hom A , X = Hom X , B f injective,  .  .  .L L
g surjective, fg s 0 ,4
 .and by V A, B; X the set of all filtrations X = U = 0 of X such that
U , A and XrU , B.
 .o p  .The group Aut A = Aut B acts freely on W A, B; X : for anL L
 .  .automorphism r of A and s of B and f , g g W A, B; X , we set
r , s f , g s r f , gs . .  .  .
Assume dim X s dim A q dim B. Then the polynomial map w :
 .  .  .  .W A, B; X ª V A, B; X defined by w f , g s 0 : im f : X is surjec-
 .o ptive, and its fibers are all isomorphic to Aut A = Aut B . ThusL L
< < < < < < < <Aut A V A , B ; X Aut B s W A , B ; X . .  .L L
 . 1 .On the other hand, consider the map c : W A, B; X ª Ext B, AL X
 . 1 .given by sending f , g to the class in Ext B, A of the exact sequenceL X
f g
0 ª A ª X ª B ª 0.
 .  .The fiber of c f , g is the orbit in W A, B; X under the action of
Aut X defined byL
t f , g s ft , ty1 g .  .
for an automorphism t of X. Note that the isotropy group of any point
 .under this action is isomorphic to Hom B, A . ThusL
< 1 < < < < < < <Ext B , A Aut X s W A , B ; X Hom B , A . .  .  .XL L L
Therefore we obtain the following
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LEMMA 3.1. For any X, A, B g mod L, we ha¨e
< 1 < < <Ext B , A Aut X . XL LXF s .B A < < < < <Aut A Aut B Hom B , A .L L L
w xBy Lemma 3.1, Lemma 1.1, Corollary 2.1.1., and Lemma in 7 , we
conclude:
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that L is representation-finite. Then for any
L, M, N g mod L, L has the Hall polynomial w M if and only if there existsNL
M w xa polynomial c g Z T such that for any E g V,NL
M < < < 1 E E <EEc E s Ext N , L . .  . MNL L
We recall that if A is an algebra over some field kX and denote by D the
 .dual functor Hom y, k9 , then DA has a canonical structure of A y A-k 9
bimodule, and the trivial extension algebra of A, denoted by A A DA, is
an k9-algebra whose basic k9-space is A [ DA, the direct product of
k9-spaces A and DA, and whose multiplication is defined by
a, w b , c s ab, ac q wb .  .  .
for any a, b g A and w, c g DA. The repetitive algebra of A is a matrix
k9-algebra of the form
. .. . 0¡ ¦. .
. .. .. .
A DAiq1 iq1ÃA s ,
A DAi i
. .. .. .
.¢ §0 . .
with all A s A, in which every element is a matrix with at most finitei
Ãentries non-zero. Note that A is an infinite dimensional k9-algebra but it
is locally bounded.
Denote by n the automorphism induced by the identity map A ª A .i iq1
ÃThen n induces an automorphism of mod A, still denoted by n . Following
Ãw x2 , we have a covering functor F: mod A ª mod A A DA with the
 :fundamental group G s n .
Now we can give out the main result as follows.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that L is a representation-finite tri¨ ial extension
k-algebra. Then for any L, M, N g mod L with N indecomposable, L has the
Hall polynomials w M and w M .L N NL
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w x w xProof. Let L s A A DA. Following 3 or 2 , A must be a tilted
Ãalgebra of Dynkin type. Now, we consider the repetitive algebra A and the
Ãcovering functor F: mod A ª mod L with the fundamental group G s
Ã :  w x.n . It is easy to see or see 6 that for any X, Y g mod A, F induces
k-isomorphisms
;1 1Ext X , gY ª Ext FX , FY .  .Ã[ A L
ggG
and
;1 1Ext gX , Y ª Ext FX , FY . .  .Ã[ A L
ggG
Since L is the trivial extension of a tilted algebra, we know that for any
Ãindecomposable A-modules X, Y, there is at most one g g G such that
1  .Ext X, gY / 0. From this and noting that N is indecomposable, weÃA
Ãdeduce that there exist X, Y g mod A with FX s L and FY s N such
that F induces a k-isomorphism
;1 1Ext X , Y ª Ext L, N . .  .ÃA L
ÃNote that a finite field extension E of k for A is conservative if and
Ãonly if E g V and that A is directed and hence is locally representation-
finite. So given E g V, F induces a covering functor
E EE E EÃ ÃF s F m 1 : mod A s mod A ª mod L s mod L . . .k E
So F E also induces the k-isomorphism
;1 E E 1 E E
E EExt X , Y ª Ext L , N . .  .ÃA L
Therefore, we have an isomorphism
;1 E E 1 E E
E EE EExt X , Y ª Ext L , N . .  .ÃD H MA L
E E E Ew xH , F H sM
Note that the left above is a finite disjoint union. Hence
< 1 E E < < 1 E E <E EE EExt L , N s Ext X , Y .  .ÃM HL A
E E E Ew xH , F H sM
< 1 E E <EEs Ext X , Y . .Ã HA
w xH , FHsM
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ÃHowever, A is directed. By Propositions 2.2 and 3.1 there are polynomials
H w x H  < <. < 1  E E . < ME Ec g Z T such that c E s Ext X , Y . Put c sÃX Y X Y A H L N
H M w x M  < <. < 1  E E. <E E c . Then c g Z T and c E s Ext L , N . Byw H x, FHsM X Y L N L N L M
Proposition 3.1, L has the Hall polynomial w M .L N
Similarly we can prove that L has the Hall polynomial w M .NL
Remark. From the proof we see that Theorem 3.1 still holds if we
replace the representation-finite trivial extension by the following more
general algebra L: L is representation-finite and there is a locally bounded
k-algebra R which is directed, such that there exists a covering functor F:
mod R ª mod L, and for any M, N g ind L there exist X, Y g mod R
with FX s M and FY s N such that F induces the k-isomorphism
;1 1Ext X , Y ª Ext M , N . .  .R L
4. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SOME F BC A
 .Given M, N g mod L with N indecomposable, denote m M : N as the
number of direct summands of M isomorphic to N, that is, M is isomor-
 .  .  .phic to [ m M : X X. Denote m M s  m M : X . In ad-X g ind X g indL L
 .dition, we denote by D M the set of module isomorphism class pairs
w x w x. w x w xM , M such that M [ M s M .1 2 1 2
Now we assume that L is representation-finite.
w xThe following result is similar to Lemma 2.2 in 5 .
PROPOSITION 4.1. Gi¨ en E g V and let A , A , . . . , A and B be L-mod-1 2 t
ules.
 .  . t  . t < <i If m B G  m A but B ` [ A , then E y 1 di¨ idesis1 i is1 i
F B
E
E E E ;A A ??? A1 2 t
 . t < <ii If B , [ A , then E y 1 di¨ idesis1 i
m B : X ! .EB
e E EF y .A A ??? A1 2 t m A : X !m A : X ! ??? m A : X ! .  .  .Xgind 1 2 tL
Proof. At first, we assume t s 2 and let C s A and A s A . We use1 2
 .induction on m B .
 .  .  .i If m B s 1, i holds trivially. So we assume B s M [ M with1 2
w x < <both M , M non-zero. By Proposition 3 in 8 , E y 1 divides1 2
B E M E M E1 2E EF y F F ,E E E EC A  .  .  .  .C 9 A9 C 0 A0
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w x w x.  .where the sum on the right ranges over all pairs C9 , C0 g D C , and
M E1w x w x.  .all pairs A9 , A0 g D A . However, in each term F E E .  .C 9 A9
M E2  .  .  .  .F , m M G m C9 q m A9 but M ` C9 [ A9, or m M GE E 1 1 2 .  .C 0 A0
M E1 .  . < <m C0 q m A0 but M ` C0 [ A0. Thus E y 1 divides F E E2  .  .C 9 A9
M E EB2 < < E EF . Therefore E y 1 divides F .E E C A .  .C 0 A0
 .ii Assume that B s B [ B with B indecomposable, and further-1 2 1
more B is isomorphic to a direct summand of C. If B also is isomorphic1 1
w x  .to a direct summand of A, then we have by Proposition 3 in 8 and i that
< <E y 1 divides
E B E B E E B EB B1 2 21E E EF y F F y F F ,E E E E EC A 0 BB 0 C A C A11 2 2
where B [ C , C, B [ A , A, and thus B , C [ A , C [ A .1 2 1 2 2 2 2
Therefore by induction
m B : X ! m B : X ! .  .E 2 2B
E EF ' q C A m C : X !m A : X ! m C : X !m A : X ! .  .  .  .Xgind L Xgind L2 1
m B : X ! .
s 
m C : X !m A : X ! .  .Xgind , X`BL 1
=
m B : B y 1 ! . .1 m C : B y 1 !m A : B ! .  . .1 1
m B : B y 1 ! . .1q /m C : B ! m A : B y 1 ! .  . .1 1
m B : X ! .
s 
m C : X !m A : X ! .  .Xgind L
< <  .  .  .modulo E y 1. Note that we just used m B : B s m C : B q m A : B .1 1 1
 .If B is not isomorphic to any direct summand of A, then m A : B s 01 1
 .  . < <and m B : B s m C : B . Similarly we deduce that E y 1 divides1 1
m B : X ! .EB
E EF y .C A m C : X !m A : X ! .  .xgindL
Now for a general t, note that we have
E M E EB B
E E E E EF s F FE E EA A ? ? ? A M A .A A ? ? ? A1 2 t t1 2 ty1
w xM , Mgmod L
 .  .By induction on t, we deduce i and ii .
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w xBy Lemma in 7 , we have directly the following
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Gi¨ en A , A , . . . , A , B g mod L. Assume that L1 2 t
has the Hall polynomial w B .A A ? ? ? A1 2 t
 .  . t  . t B  .i If m B G  m A but B ` [ A , then w 1 s 0,is1 i is1 i A A ? ? ? A1 2 t
 . tii If B , [ A , thenis1 i
m B : X ! .
Bw 1 s . . A A ? ? ? A1 2 t m A : X !m A : X ! . . . m A : X ! .  .  .Xgind L 1 1 t
5. THE LIE ALGEBRAS AND UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING
ALGEBRAS
In this section, we assume that L is representation-finite and for any L,
M, N g mod L with N indecomposable, L has the Hall polynomials w ML N
and w M . Specifically L is a representation-finite trivial extension algebra.NL
 . w xWe recall the Hall algebra H R of a finitary ring R 7 . Denote by
fin R the category of all finite R-modules. Of course, if R is a finite
 .dimensional k-algebra, then mod R s fin R. The Hall algebra H R is a
 < 4free abelian group with a basis u M g mod R , whose multiplication isw M x
u u s F L uw M x w N x M N w L x
w xL , Lgfin R
 .for any M, N g fin R. Note that the right is a finite sum, and H R is an
associative ring with the unit u .w0x
w x  E.As in 9 , we define the product  H L of rings. Consider theE g V
 .  < <.Eelements u s u for M g mod L and q s E . Denotew M x w M x E g V E g V
 .  E.by H L, q the subring of P H L generated by q and u ,E g V w M x
 .M g mod L. We shall call H L, q the generic Hall algebra of L. Denote
 .  .by I L, q the subring of H L, q generated by q and u , X g ind L.w X x
 .Note that q is a center element of H L, q . Consider the quotient ring H
 .  .  .  .  .  .L, q r q y 1 H L, q , denoted by H L , and put p: H L, q ª H L 1
  ..  .to be the canonical map. Set p I L, q s I L . By abuse of notations1
 .we denote p u by u .w M x w M x
 4Now we arbitrarily fix an order on ind L, say ind L s X , X , . . . , X .1 2 m
 .PROPOSITION 5.1. In H L for any X , X , . . . , X g ind L, we ha¨e1 j j j1 2 2
u u ??? uw X x w X x w X xj j j1 2 t
s a L u q m M : X ! u , .  . w L x w M x /
Xgind L .m L -t
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 .  .with all a L g Z and M , X [ X [ ??? [ X . In particular, in H L ,j j j 11 2 m
for any M g mod L we ha¨e
u mM : X1.u mM : X 2 . ??? u mM : X m.w X x w X x w X x1 2 m
m
s a L u q m M : X ! u , .  . w L x i w M x /is1 .  .m L -m M
 .with all a L g Z.
Proof. By the Remark in Section 1, L has the Hall polynomials
N  .w for all N g mod L. The proof is completed by taking a L sX x ? ?? Xj j j1 2 mL  .w 1 due to Corollary 4.1.1.X X ? ? ? Xj j j1 2 m
 .  .COROLLARY 5.1.1. Q m I L s Q m H L .Z 1 Z 1
Proof. For any M g mod L, by Proposition 4.1 and by induction on
 .m M we deduce that m is a Q-linear combination ofw M x
mN : X . mN : X . mN : X .1 2 mu u ??? u N g mod L . 5w X x w X x w X x1 2 m
 .  .Therefore Q m I L s Q m H L .Z 1 Z 1
 .COROLLARY 5.1.2. H L is the free Z-module [ Zu1 w M x, M g mod w M x.L
Proof. For any L, N g mod L, it is enough to show that in Q m HZ
 .  < 4L , u u is a Q-linear combination of u M g mod L . By Corol-1 w L x w N x w M x
 .lary 5.1.1, u u is a Q-linear combination of some elements in I L .w L x w N x 1
 .By Proposition 5.1, I L : [ Zu . So u u is a Q-linear1 w M x, M g mod w M x w L x w N xL
 < 4combination of u M g mod L .w M x
 .THEOREM 5.1. The free abelian subgroup [ Zu of H L ,X g ind w X x 1L
 .  .  .denoted by K mod L , is a Lie subalgebra of H L . H L m Q is the1 1 Z
 .uni¨ ersal en¨eloping algebra of K mod L m Q.Z
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 for any X, Y g ind L, u u y u uw X x wY x wY x w X x
 .  .  .belongs to K mod L and thus K mod L is a Lie subalgebra of H L .1
Also by Proposition 5.1
mM : X1. mM : X 2 . mM : X m. <u u ??? u M g mod L 4w X x w X x w X x1 2 m
 .is a Z-independent subset of I L and for any N g mod L, u is a1 w N x
Q-linear combination of
mM : X1. mM : X 2 . mM : X m. <u u ??? u M g mod L . 4w X x w X x w X x1 2 m
HALL POLYNOMIALS 13
 .  .Therefore H L m Q is the universal enveloping algebra of K mod L1 Z
m Q with the PBW-basisZ
mM : X1. mM : X 2 . mM : X m. <u u ??? u M g mod L . 4w X x w X x w X x1 2 m
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